
Hawaiians and Noun Markers—Aliyah Washington 
 
Hawaiian isn’t as self-centered of a language as English is, but the two do have a few things in 
common. One of those things is nouns.  In Hawaiian, nouns are also words that act as persons, 
places, or things (including actions), but they don’t usually put themselves first in the sentence 
like the Westerners do. Auē.  
 
There are quite a few types of nouns in the English language, such as concrete nouns, abstract 
nouns, common nouns, proper nouns, and so on. Luckily for you Hawaiians, ma ka ‘ōlelo 
hawaiʻi, you can group many of these categories together and still follow the same basic rules.  
 
The most important rule you need to know is the KEAO Rule. In Hawaiian, every noun needs to 
be proceeded by a marker, which can simply be ka, ke, or nā. We’ll get to nā later. Here’s where 
KEAO comes into the picture: every noun that starts with a K, E, A, or an O must use the marker 
ke. Any other nouns that don’t begin with a K, E, A, or O, will use ka. There are a few exceptions 
to this rule, but you don’t need to know them right now. Whatever the reason behind the KEAO 
Rule might be, we follow our kupuna and Hawaiian language kumu. 
 
Here are some quick examples: KEAO: ke aloha, ke kaʻa, ke ala, ke ola  

   ANYTHING ELSE: ka pōpoki, ka wahine, ka mōʻī.   
 
Here are some more thought-out examples: The dog is happy would be Hauʻoli ka ʻīlio.  
If I wanted to say The teacher is happy, I would have to say Hauʻoli ke kumu.  
 
Here’s where we talk about that random nā I threw in there earlier. Hawaiians also use plural 
nouns, but we don’t add letters to the ends of our words like the silly English speakers; instead, 
we just change the marker in front of the word. Before, the maker was either ka or ke, but if the 
noun is plural, the maker would now be nā.  
 
Here are some examples: nā ʻīlio (the dogs), nā kumu (the teachers), nā keiki (the children). 
 
For proper nouns, such as names, Hawaiians don’t use the ka, nā, or ke markers anymore but add 
in some ʻo’s.  

 
If I wanted to say Hobs is 
beautiful, I would write U’i 
‘o Hobs. 
 
If I wanted to say Australia 
is scary, I would write 
Maka’u ‘o Australia. 
 
 
 
 
 
	
	
Auē.	Iʻm	glad	Slagel	saved	
Hobs	from	that	terrible	
place.		


